Ethitechnical problems are ethical problems that have arisen because of a new technology and are not simply old problems in new settings.

Note: It may be useful to consider the issue of problem scale that a new technology permits (such as publishing) while the underlying ethical problem itself is not otherwise new.

Music and video piracy (5), copyright infringement, plagiarism
  Use without paying, copies are "free",
  scale is much larger than years ago.
Facebook stalking or social network data mining, in general (5)
  Ethical issue is invasion of privacy,
  scale is an enabling factor.
DRM and other forms of vendor device control (4)
  Muddies the idea of ownership, permits reversals.
Security and theft of digital data (3)
  Largely a change of scale and opportunity.
Net neutrality (3)
  Censorship/throttling is an ethical issue,
  scale is much larger than years ago.
Internet gambling, or anonymity in general (2)
  Can be done anonymously, at a distance.
Genetic engineering (2) and other technologies for controlling human reproduction.
  This raises an unlimited number of significant ethical questions.
Browser history tracking and targeted advertising
  Ethical issue is invasion of privacy,
  scale is much larger than years ago.
Stem cell research
  Use of human embryo’s, possibly.
Warrantless wiretapping by the government
  Ethical issue is invasion of privacy,
  scale is an enabling factor.
Cell phone monitoring by ISPs, e.g., Carrier IQ
  Ethical issue is invasion of privacy.
Patent “trolling”
  Technology can generate huge numbers of patentable objects,
  but this is primarily a case of "business ethics”.
Bitcoin
  A new enabling technology for black marketing.
Google maps
  Ethical issue is invasion of privacy,
  scale is an enabling factor.
Sports competitors with prostheses
   Ethical issue is fairness.
The “Digital Divide”
   Ethical issue is fairness.
RFID technology
   Ethical issue is invasion of privacy.

The following are not ethitechnical problems because they are simply old problem in a new setting or there is no ethical component.

Cyber bullying (4), sexting (2),
   Nothing new, though scale issue may make it ethitechnical.
Addictive behavior (4), e.g., games, browsing, social networks
   Nothing new.
(E)mail spam and scams (4)
   Nothing new.
Net censorship (3)
   Just another medium for freedom of expression.
Surveillance of individuals, by company or government (3)
   (E)mail could always be read by third parties,
   scale may elevate this to be an ethitechnical problem.
Professional ethics in (software) engineering (2)
   Nothing new.
Automation (2)
   Nothing new.
Cloud storage
   Subject to destruction like any other storage system.
Internet anonymity
   A social rather than an ethical issue.
Texting while driving
   Ethical issue is danger to others, but no different
   than reading a map or combing your hair while driving.
Music and video piracy
   Nondestructive use without paying, just a change of scale.
Violence in video games
   Long present in other entertainment media.
The false authority of information “found on the internet”
Cheating in school
Unethical resource acquisition, e.g., rare earths for electronics
   “Ambulance chasing” has been automated
   The four topics above are “nothing new”.